Waymo asks an Uber top lawyer: "Does Uber pay money to extortionists??"

After hours of testimony on Wednesday by three Uber employees, US District Judge William Alsup rescheduled the start of the Waymo v. Uber trial to February 5, 2018. The announcement came at the end of a second day of evidentiary hearings.

Judge Alsup rebuked Uber’s lawyers for not producing documents that should have already come up during discovery, the normal process by which materials are shared with opposing lawyers during the course of a lawsuit. As a result of Uber’s actions, the trial date has been delayed twice.
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Internet-paralyzing Mirai botnet comes roaring back with new strain
Mirai, the Internet-of-things malware that turns cameras, routers, and other household devices into potent distributed denial-of-service platforms, may be lying low, but it's certainly not dead. Last week, researchers identified a new outbreak that infected almost 100,000 devices in a matter of days.

- **Google stops the spread of Tizi Android malware in the Play Store** [7]